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NEW QUESTION: 1
What are two node types in a YANG data model? (Choose two.)
A. leaf
B. grouping
C. instance
D. module
E. container
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your network contains an Active Directory forest named
contoso.com.

The forest contains the domain controllers configured as shown
in the following table.
You plan to deploy an Exchange Server 2013 organization to the
forest. All Exchange Server 2013 servers will be located in the
West site.
A company policy prevents administrators from logging on to DC2
to perform installations.
You need to prepare the Active Directory schema for the planned
Exchange Server deployment.
You verify that your user account has all the required
permissions to achieve the task. The solution must minimize
changes to the Active Directory infrastructure.
What is the best approach to prepare the schema? More than one
answer choice may achieve the goal. Select the BEST answer.
A. Move the schema master role to DC3, and then run Exchange
setup.
B. Log on to DC3, and then run Exchange setup.
C. Deploy a member server to contoso.com, and then move the
server to the West site. Run adprep.exe from the member server.
D. Log on to DC1 and then run Exchange setup.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are using a utility that takes input and generates random
output. For example, you can provide the input of a known word
as a secret word and then also provide another known word as
salt input. When you process the input it generates a secret
code which is a combination of letters and numbers with case
sensitivity. For what is the described utility used? (Choose 3)
A. Generating PMKs that can be imported into 802.11
RSN-compatible devices
B. Generating dynamic session keys used for IPSec VPNs
C. Generating secret keys for RADIUS servers and WLAN
infrastructure devices
D. Generating passphrases for WLAN systems secured with
WPA2-Personal
E. Generating passwords for WLAN infrastructure equipment
logins
Answer: C,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 4
A company is implementing a system replacement which has
application componentsthat are internally hosted and multiple
application components that are hosted as software as a service
by different cloud providers.
Which of the following represents the challenge of this
architecture?
A. Time to market

B. Elasticity
C. Cost saving
D. Complexity
Answer: D
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